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Abstract: On-chip network is a promising solution for the on-chip communication problem of large-scale 
CMPs and a major factor in the performance, area, and power consumption of the overall system. This paper 
proposes an on-chip network with regular reconfigurable topology (RROCN). The RROCN is a reconfigura-
ble and hybrid communication structure contained routed network with 2D mesh topology and shared bus. 
The reconfiguration is implemented by disabling and bypassing the unwanted nodes of routed network and 
then organizing them as shared buses. To achieve this goal, a constructive algorithm, reconfiguration scheme, 
and modified XY routing algorithm with self-adaptive feature are proposed. We evaluate the RROCNs with 
four reconfiguration topologies and compare them with a regular on-chip network. Our results show that, 
with 4x4 2D mesh reconfigurable topology, the RROCN requires 41.3% less power, provides 34.5% lower 
zero-load latency, but provides 34.6% lower maximum throughput compared with the regular on-chip net-
work.  
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1   Introduction 

On-chip network (OCN) is a promising scheme for the interconnection of many processors on a single chip [1-4] 
and has potential to provide low-power, low-latency, and high-bandwidth communications. To achieve this 
potential, an OCN should have the ability to effectively handle applications with varying bandwidth demands [5]. 
OCN with regular topology [6] is extensively used in the general-purpose chip-multiprocessors (CMPs), such as 
Intel 48-cores SCC [7] and Tilera TILEPro64 [8]. This regular OCN is normally designed to meet the highest 
throughput requirement of applications. For the application with lower bandwidth demand using a few proces-
sors, only parts of the regular OCN is used and thus this regular OCN is oversized. Under this circumstance, the 
regular OCN is used inefficiently. To enable an OCN to provide suitable bandwidth for applications, the fully 
customized OCN is proposed [9-11]. However, since their topologies are optimized for a specific application 
characteristic and generated at design time, the fully customized OCN is unpractical. 

Because no single topology can provide optimal performance for all applications [12], OCN with reconfigu-
rable topology is proposed for finding the compromise between flexibility and efficiency (performance and 
power) [13-16]. The reconfiguration OCNs proposed by reference [15] and [16] use the partial reconfiguration 
technique of FPGA [17] to reconfigure the topology. In this scheme, the specific topologies for various applica-
tions are compiled as separate bitstreams. These bitstreams are then loaded into FPGA separately at runtime 
according to the application requirement, such that the old topology is replaced by the new one. Since the partial 
reconfiguration technique of FPGA is required, this scheme is implemented only in the FPGA based system. On 
the other hand, a technology-independent scheme that can be implemented in FPGA or ASIC is also proposed in 
reference [13] and [14]. In this scheme, a set of reconfigurable structures, such as the configuration switch in [13] 
and the topology switch in [14], are used to construct a reconfiguration topology that could be any shape. How-
ever, the topology in [13] and [14] is fully customized for a specific traffic pattern, and some interconnections 
are inefficient or even inexistent for other applications. Thus, several independent applications cannot run at the 
same time. 

In this work, a reconfigurable OCN (RROCN) is proposed to provide suitable throughput and power con-
sumption for application with different bandwidth demands. The RROCN is a reconfigurable and hybrid scheme 
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contained routed network with 2D mesh topology and shared bus. For applications with the highest bandwidth 
demand, a routed network is constructed. For applications with the lowest bandwidth demand, the shared bus is 
constructed. For application with modest bandwidth demand, a hybrid structure contained both routed network 
and shared bus is constructed. This reconfigurable communication architecture is placed between two limits: 
shared bus and routed network, and thus benefits from both worlds, where the routed network provides high 
throughput and the shared bus provides low cost. 

The RROCN is a reconfigurable network with regular topology. In the RROCN, only 2D mesh topology is 
considered for the reconfiguration because of the simplicity consideration of the routing algorithm. Arbitrary or 
other topologies are not considered in this work because their routing algorithms are complicated. Furthermore, 
the reconfiguration is processed at runtime. To achieve this goal, a constructive algorithm, reconfiguration 
scheme, and modified XY routing algorithm with self-adaptive feature are proposed. Finally, we evaluate the 
RROCNs with four reconfiguration topologies and compare them with a regular on-chip network.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follow. In Section 2, the architecture of RROCN is described. Sec-
tion 3 describes the evaluation methodology. The results and discussions are described in Section 4. Finally, 
Section 5 concludes this paper. 

2   Architecture of RROCN 

RROCN is a regular reconfigurable OCN to provide suitable bandwidth with low cost. The reconfiguration is 
processed at runtime. In this section, we introduce the RROCN in the following four aspects: (1) reconfigurable 
topology, (2) reconfiguration scheme, (3) reconfiguration process, and (4) routing algorithm with self-adaptive 
feature. 

2.1   Reconfigurable Topology 

Architecture of the RROCN with 8x8 2D mesh topology is illustrated in Fig. 1, where a CPU core is attached to 
the network through the local port of routers and the peripherals are located around the network. Thus, the 
RROCN illustrated in Fig. 1 can attach 64 CPU cores and 32 peripherals at most. The node contains a router.  

The N x N 2D mesh topology, such as the 8x8 2D mesh topology shown in Fig. 1, is the largest topology that 
the RROCN can construct, which is called original topology in this paper. The topology of RROCN could be 
configured into any shape under constrains of the original topology. However, with the consideration of the 
simplicity of routing algorithm, only 2D mesh topology is considered in this work. Therefore, based on the orig-
inal topology, the RROCN is capable of construct an M x H mesh topology, where the M and H could be differ-
ent but must be less than N. The original network is a routed network. After reconfiguration, the network is a 
hybrid communication structure contained routed network and shared bus. Several examples of the RROCN 
with regular reconfiguration topology are illustrated in Fig. 2. To construct a new topology, the unwanted nodes 
are disabled, bypassed, and then organized as shared buses. How to connect these unwanted nodes will be dis-
cussed in Section 2.3. 
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Fig. 1. RROCN with 8x8 2D mesh topology 
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(c)                                                       (d) 

Fig. 2. RROCNs with reconfiguration topologies. The dark spot represents the unwanted node. The square represents the 
reconfiguration node. The unwanted nodes are disabled and bypassed. The reconfiguration nodes are activated 

2.2   Reconfiguration Scheme 

In an unwanted node, the router is disabled and bypassed according to a reconfiguration scheme. The block 
diagram of the router is illustrated in Fig. 3, where only the key modules are illustrated. The reconfiguration 
controller receives configuration info from the previous router, configures the crossbar and multiplexers accord-
ing to a reconfiguration scheme, and then launches new configuration info to the next routers. Therefore, in an 
unwanted node, a packet bypass the buffers and other logics, go through the crossbar without arbitration, and 
then reach the next router. Furthermore, an unwanted node is also disabled. The clock of most modules within 
the unwanted node, including the input buffers, routing module, arbiter and other logics, is turn off for low-
power consideration. 
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of router. Only one input port and one output port are illustrated 

With the ability to bypass and disable the unwanted nodes, the network becomes to be reconfigurable. How-
ever, the routing module and arbiter in an unwanted node are disabled. In order to guarantee every peripheral is 
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reachable, the crossbar of the switch within an unwanted node should be carefully configured. A reconfiguration 
scheme for the configuration of crossbar is proposed. 

The reconfiguration scheme defines how the crossbar is configured. As shown in Fig. 2, the port number of a 
reconfiguration topology, such as the 4x4 mesh topology in Fig. 2(c), is less than that of the original topology. 
To deal with this mismatch in port number, we use a broadcast scheme to configure the crossbar in an unwanted 
node. This broadcast scheme is illustrated in Fig. 4. The port 4 is the local port. The other four ports are divided 
into two groups: one is the processor group, which contains one port; another is the peripheral group, which 
contains three other ports. The crossbar is configured as follow: the input port in the processor group is connect-
ed to the three output ports in the peripheral group in broadcast manner. On the other hand, the three input ports 
in the peripheral group are all connected to the output port in the processor group through an arbiter that deter-
mines the priority and handles only the requests from peripherals. 

With the broadcast scheme, a packet from a processor bypass the unwanted nodes and reaches corresponding 
peripherals in a broadcast manner. The peripheral then compares the destination address in the packet with its 
own network address and determines whether to take this packet. Furthermore, when multiple peripherals com-
pete for the path resource, the arbiter determines the priority and grants one of them. This transmission scheme 
in the unwanted nodes is very similar as the shared bus. Thus, we consider these unwanted nodes are organized 
as the shared bus.  
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Fig. 4. Broadcast configuration scheme of the crossbar in an unwanted node. Port 4 is the local port of the router, which is 
used to attach a CPU core 

2.3   Reconfiguration Process 

The topology of RROCN can be reconfigured at runtime. A reconfiguration process is launched by a processor 
and then handled by the reconfiguration controllers of switches. In this section, how to build a network is pre-
sented. 

Two steps are needed for building a network. First, an original node is selected as the starting point. The pro-
cessor attached to the original node then starts the reconfiguration process by launching configuration info. The 
configuration info is actually an n-bits signal that represents the coordinate of a reconfiguration topology in four 
direction (+x, -x, +y, -y) based on the original node. The coordinate also represents the distance between the 
original node and the boundary of the reconfiguration topology. For example, in Fig. 5, the coordinate of the 
reconfiguration topology based on the original node 00 is (1, 0, 1, 0). Second, the configuration info is spread 
from the original node, reaches every node based on a constructive algorithm, and then is used by the reconfigu-
ration controllers to configure the nodes. Finally, a new network is constructed. 

In the spreading process of configuration info, an YX constructive algorithm is used. The YX constructive 
algorithm determines how the configuration info is spread, whether a node is enabled or disabled, and which 
port of the crossbar within the unwanted node is in the processor group. The Pseudocode of the YX constructive 
algorithm is given as follows, where configuration info is the coordinate of the reconfiguration topology (+x, -x, 
+y, -y).  

YX Constructive algorithm(configuration info (a, b, c, d). 

1:   if (this is the original node) then 
2:       This node is enabled. Configuration info is spread to four directions: +x, -x, +y, -y.  
3:   else if (configuration info comes from -y direction) then 
4:         if (c is 0) then 
5:             This node is disabled. Configuration info become to (0, 0, 0, 0). Configuration info is spread to +x, -x, +y. 
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Port -y is in the processor group 
6:         else 
7:             This node is enabled. Configuration info become to (a, b, c-1, d). Configuration info is spread to +x, -x, 
+y. 
8:   else if (configuration info comes from +y direction) then 
9:         if (d is 0) then 
10:           This node is disabled. Configuration info become to (0, 0, 0, 0). Configuration info is spread to +x, -x, -y. 
Port +y is in the processor group 
11:       else 
12:           This node is enabled. Configuration info become to (a, b, c, d-1). Configuration info is spread to +x, -x, -y. 
13: else if (configuration info comes from -x direction) then 
14:       if (a is 0) then 
15:           This node is disabled. Configuration info become to (0, 0, 0, 0). Configuration info is spread to +x. Port -x 
is in the processor group 
16:       else 
17:         This node is enabled. Configuration info become to (a-1, b, c, d). Configuration info is spread to +x, -y, +y. 
18: else if (configuration info comes from +x direction) then 
19:       if (b is 0) then 
20:           This node is disabled. Configuration info become to (0, 0, 0, 0). Configuration info is spread to -x. Port +x 
is in the processor group 
21:       else 
22:           This node is enabled. Configuration info become to (a, b-1, c, d). Configuration info is spread to -x, -y, +y. 
 

As shown in the Pseudocode, in the spreading process of configuration info, the Y direction has higher priori-
ty than the X direction. Thus, in the RROCN with (1, 0, 1, 0) coordinate illustrated in Fig. 5, the reconfiguration 
info from node 11 to node 10 is not used by node 10. Furthermore, because the packet from processor cannot go 
through the arbiter of the unwanted node, the path from node 11 to node 10 through node U0 is blocked. These 
types of paths are logically deleted in Fig. 5 for better observation. 

The RROCN is a hybrid communication structure. Shared bus and routed network are both used to construct 
a reconfiguration network. As shown in Fig. 5, the nodes 00, 01, 10, and 11 constitute a 2x2 2D mesh network. 
The broadcast wires with gray arrows in the +y direction of node 11 is a shared bus with the distributed arbiter 
that is shown in Fig. 4. Thus, the reconfiguration network illustrated in Fig. 5 is composed of one routed net-
work and eight shared bus (the wire in the +x direction of node 11 is also considered as a simple bus). 
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Fig. 5. RROCN with coordinate (1, 0, 1, 0) based on the original node 00 

2.4   Routing Algorithm 

XY routing algorithm [18] is used for a 2D mesh network with fixed topology and thus cannot be used in the 
RROCN. For adapting with different reconfiguration topologies, a self-adaptive XY routing algorithm is pro-
posed. 
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The modified XY routing algorithm is a self-adaptive algorithm that handles all reconfiguration topologies in 
the RROCN. To achieve this goal, the boundary of a reconfiguration topology in x direction, which is indicated 
by shape info generated by the reconfiguration controller, is recognized by the routing algorithm. If a node is 
located at the boundary of a reconfiguration topology in +x or -x direction, the modified XY routing algorithm 
stops the routing computing to +x or -x direction and then sets this direction with lowest priority. 

For example, as shown in Fig. 5, nodes 01 and 11 are located at the boundary in +x direction. Thus, the rout-
ing to +x direction has lowest priority, but that to –x direction still has the highest priority. With the modified 
XY routing algorithm, a packet in node 11 to peripheral P0 is forwarded to +y direction because the routing to 
+y direction has higher priority than that to +x direction. Then, this packet reaches its destination through the 
broadcast wires. Moreover, a packet in node 11 to peripheral P1 is forwarded to -x direction as normal, because 
the routing to –x direction still has higher priority than that to –y direction. 

3   Evaluation Methodology 

We used the HCS network [19] with 8x8 2D mesh topology as the regular on-chip network for comparison. For 
fairness, the router of the RROCN is similar as that of this regular OCN except the reconfiguration correspond-
ing logics shown in Fig. 3. We evaluated the RROCN with four reconfiguration topologies shown in Fig. 2, and 
compared them with the HCS network. For a reconfiguration topology, the coordinate (1, 1, 1, 1) based on the 
original node 44 is defined as 1111_44. Thus, the coordinates of the reconfiguration topologies shown in Fig. 2 
are 0000_00, 0000_33, 3030_11 and 5050_11. 

We synthesized the RROCN and HCS network by using Synopsys Design Compiler and performed the place 
and route by using Synopsys IC Compiler. We used a commercial 55 nm general technology library under the 
worst-case condition. The floor plan utilization was set to 70%. The implementation results (area, clock period, 
and power consumption) were obtained by using Synopsys IC Compiler. The power consumption was estimated 
under the worst case. 

The RTL-based hardware models are used to measure the performance (latency and throughput) using Men-
tor Modelsim. For the measure scheme with equal frequency, performance is measured in clock cycles and thus 
the packet/cycle*100 is used. For the measure scheme with maximum frequency, performance is measured in 
absolute time. For fairness, we use the slowest cycle time (5.06 ns) as the unit time, and thus the pack-
et/5.06ns*100 is used. For measuring the throughput and latency, traffic pattern generators, which generate 
packets under uniform random traffic, are attached to the local port of every router. In the unwanted node of the 
RROCN, this traffic pattern generator is shut down. For fairness, the corresponding traffic pattern generator in 
the HCS network is also shut down. Furthermore, packet monitors are attached to the peripheral ports of the 
networks. 

4   Results and Discussion 

The RROCN is compared with the HCS network in terms of area, power consumption, clock period, latency, 
and maximum throughput. Four reconfiguration topologies shown in Fig. 2 are considered. Fig. 2(a) represents 
the worst case in timing and maximum throughput. Fig. 2(b) is used for the comparison with Fig. 2(a) to show 
how the timing is impacted by the position of reconfiguration nodes. Fig. 2(c) represents a case with moderate 
usage. Fig. 2(d) represents a case with heavy usage. 

4.1   Implementation Results 

For evaluating the overload of the reconfiguration logics compared with the HCS network, the RROCN with 
coordinate 7070_00 is also considered. The RROCN with coordinate 7070_00 has the same topology with the 
HCS network and thus provides the same performance in latency and throughput. The normalized implementa-
tion results are illustrated in Fig. 7, where the HCS network is set as the reference case. Because of the addition-
al hardware logics for the reconfiguration, the RROCN occupies 31.0% more area, and requires 9.3% more 
power compared with the HCS network. Furthermore, the critical path in the RROCN and HCS networks are 
same. However, because the EDA tools use heuristic algorithm to optimize the design, clock period of the 
RROCN and HCS network could be different. As shown in Fig. 7, although the RROCN has 2.0% smaller clock 
period than the HCS network, we consider their clock period is approximately equal. 

Clock period and power consumption of the RROCN with four reconfiguration topologies are illustrated in 
Fig. 8(a) and (b). For coordinate 0000_00, 0000_33, 3030_11 and 5050_11, the RROCN has 104.0%, 35.9%, 
37.4%, and 9.7% larger clock period and 52.7%, 59.3%, 41.3%, and 14.1% less power consumption compared 
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with the HCS network. The RROCN constructs a reconfiguration network by disabling and bypassing the un-
wanted nodes. Disabling a node means that the clock of this node is turn off. Bypassing a node means that the 
input buffers and other logics are bypassed. A signal, which is launched from a register, then needs to go 
through more logics to reach the next register. As a result, the RROCN with a reconfiguration topology, such as 
the topology shown in Fig. 2 (a), has less power consumption but larger clock period compared with the HCS 
network. 

 

Fig. 7. Normalized implementation results for the RROCN with coordinate 7070_00 

 

(a)                                                                        (b)    

 

(c) 

Fig. 8. Implementation results. (a) Normalized clock period for four reconfiguration topologies. (b) Normalized power con-
sumption for four reconfiguration topologies. (c) Power breakdown for coordinate 0000_33. 

For investigating the source of the power saving in the RROCN, power breakdown for the RROCN with co-
ordinate 0000_33 is illustrated in Fig. 8(c). In this RROCN, all nodes except node 33 are disabled. In these disa-
bled nodes, most modules are bypassed and their clock is shut down, while the node 33 is fully functional. Thus 
the node 33 has the highest power consumption. All these disabled nodes consume less power than the corre-
sponding nodes in the HCS network. Furthermore, in the RROCN, the unwanted node in the main path, such as 
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the node 53, consumes more power than other disabled nodes because it has more fanout than other nodes. More 
fanout means that the logic cell drives more load and thus consumes more power.  

Clock period of the RROCN is varied with the variation of the topology. It is impacted by the position of the 
reconfiguration nodes. For example, in the RROCN with coordinate 0000_00, a packet goes through 14 unwant-
ed nodes at most to reach its destination, which is the critical path. However, in the RROCN with coordinate 
0000_33, a packet goes through 8 unwanted nodes at most to reach its destination, which is also the critical path. 
The path with 14 unwanted nodes is obviously longer than that with 8 unwanted nodes. Thus, the RROCN with 
coordinate 0000_00 has larger clock period than the RROCN with coordinate 0000_33. 

4.2   Latency 

The injection rate versus latency with equal and maximum frequencies is plotted in Fig. 9. We define the latency 
under 1% injection rate as the approximate zero-load latency. With equal frequency, for coordinate 0000_00, 
0000_33, 3030_11 and 5050_11, the RROCN has 77.8%, 73.4%, 34.5% and 14.1% lower zero-load latency 
compared with the HCS network. On the other hand, with maximum frequency, for coordinate 0000_00, 
0000_33, 3030_11 and 5050_11, the RROCN has 54.7%, 63.8%, 10.0% and 5.8% lower zero-load latency 
compared with the HCS network. 

 

(a)                                                                        (b)    

Fig. 9. Injection rate versus latency with (a) equal frequency and (b) maximum frequency 

In the HCS network, a packet spends one clock to go through a node in the path to its destination. On the oth-
er hand, in the RROCN, all unwanted nodes are bypassed. A packet spends only one clock to go through these 
unwanted nodes. Thus, with equal frequency, the RROCN with reconfiguration topology provides lower zero-
load latency than the HCS network. Moreover, this improvement in zero-load latency becomes better when the 
number of the unwanted node increases. Extremely, in the RROCN with coordinate 0000_00 or 0000_33, only 
one reconfiguration node exists. A packet spends only two clocks to reach its destination: one clock to go 
through the node 00 or 33 and one clock to go through rest unwanted nodes. 

The bypassing path through the unwanted nodes in the RROCN is obviously longer than the path between ad-
jacent nodes in the HCS network. Clock period of the RROCN with reconfiguration topology is larger than that 
of the HCS network, which is shown in Fig. 8(a). For fairness, the clock period is considered for the comparison 
by letting the RROCN and HCS network both run at their maximum frequency. Then, the latency is measured in 
absolute time (unit of 5.6 ns). Even so, the RROCN with reconfiguration topology still has lower zero-load la-
tency than the HCS network.  

With equal frequency, the RROCNs with coordinate 0000_00 and coordinate 0000_33 have the same zero-
load latency. As discussed before, clock period of the RROCN with coordinate 0000_33 is smaller than that of 
the RROCN with coordinate 0000_00. When the maximum frequency is considered, the RROCN with coordi-
nate 0000_33 actually has lower zero-load latency. Thus, for getting better performance, constructing a recon-
figuration topology in the center of the network is a better option. 

As shown in Fig. 9, for coordinate 3030_11 and 5050_11, the latency becomes higher with the increasing of 
the injection rate. The reason of this is clear: packets begin to block each other when the injection rate is big 
enough. The buffers of the RROCN is less than that of the HCS network because the unwanted nodes are disa-
bled. Thus, the RROCN with reconfiguration topology is more sensitive about the packet blocking. As a result, 
the latency in the RRCON with reconfiguration topology increases faster than that in the HCS network. Due to 
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this rapid latency increasing, the topology size of a RROCN needs to be carefully determined. The reconfigura-
tion topology is normally constructed for satisfying the throughput requirement. However, for avoiding this 
latency increasing, the topology also needs to be big enough to make the network non-congested. 

4.3   Maximum Throughput 

The maximum throughput with equal and maximum frequencies is plotted in Fig. 10. With equal frequency, for 
coordinate 0000_00 and 0000_33, the RROCN has the same maximum throughput as the HCS network. For 
coordinate 3030_11 and 5050_11, the RROCN has a 34.6% and 22.0% lower maximum throughput compared 
with the HCS network. On the other hand, with maximum frequency, for coordinate 0000_00, 0000_33, 
3030_11 and 5050_11, the RROCN has a 51.0%, 26.4%, 52.4% and 28.9% lower maximum throughput com-
pared with the HCS network. 

 

(a)                                                                        (b)    

Fig. 10. Maximum throughput with (a) equal frequency and (b) maximum frequency 

As shown in Fig. 10, for coordinate 0000_00 and 0000_33, the RROCN has the same maximum throughput 
with the HCS network. In these RROCNs, only one node (the original node) has the ability to generate packets. 
Since all packets come from the same one original node and move one step at one clock, these packets cannot 
block each other. Thus, one packet can be injected into the network at one clock at most in the RROCN with 
only one original node. This is also same for the HCS network with only one packet generator. This maximum 
throughput is the maximum limitation that one node can achieve. With the increasing of the active nodes, the 
maximum throughput per node decreases. The reason of this decreasing is as follows: when the number of the 
active node increases, the packet generator increases. More packets could block each other and thus wait longer 
in the network. As a result, less packets inject into the network. The maximum throughput per node then be-
comes lower. 

The maximum throughput shown in Fig. 10 is presented in the unit of node. Furthermore, for measuring the 
total maximum throughput that one network can provide, this throughput per node should be multiplied by the 
node number. In contrast to the decreasing trend in the maximum throughput per node, the total maximum 
throughput actually increases with the increasing of the active nodes. This means that larger topology can pro-
vides larger total maximum throughput. This is identical to the purpose of the RROCN. 

The RROCN has the ability to provide suitable throughput and power consumption for applications with var-
ying throughput demands. To achieve this goal, the topology in the RROCN is reconfigurable. In general, small-
er reconfiguration topology, has less power consumption and lower zero-load latency, but lower total maximum 
throughput and larger clock period than the larger reconfiguration topology. Overall, for a demanded throughput 
that is less than the maximum limitation that one network can provide, the RROCN with reconfiguration topolo-
gy is better than the regular on-chip network in terms of power consumption and zero-load latency.  

5   Conclusion 

In this work, we propose the RROCN for chip-multiprocessors for reducing the power consumption under a 
demanded throughput. With the constructive algorithm and reconfiguration scheme, the topology of RROCN 
could be configured into any 2D mesh topology under constrains of the original topology at runtime. The modi-
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fied XY routing algorithm is also proposed to guarantee a packet can reach its destination. The RROCN is com-
posed of shared bus and routed network. It is a hybrid scheme and thus takes advantages from both worlds. 

We evaluated the RROCN with four specific reconfiguration topologies and compared them with a regular 
on-chip network. The results show that, for a reconfiguration topology, the RROCN has less power consumption 
and lower zero-load latency, but equal or lower maximum throughput compared with the regular on-chip net-
work. Furthermore, with the increasing of the reconfiguration nodes, the total maximum throughput of the 
RROCN increases at the cost of the degradation in zero-load latency and power consumption. Thus, for getting 
better power efficiency, the reconfiguration topology needs to be carefully chosen for a traffic pattern. 

For an application with specific throughput demand, the RROCN could be configured with a topology that 
provides suitable throughput with less power consumption and lower zero-load latency. Furthermore, for acquir-
ing lower latency, the RROCN could be configured with a topology that provides sufficient throughput to make 
the network non-congested. For acquiring less power consumption, the RROCN could be configured with a 
topology with less reconfiguration nodes. 

Due to the reconfiguration ability, the RROCN could be reconfigured for the optimization purpose in 
throughput, latency or power consumption or for finding the compromise between throughput, latency and pow-
er consumption. Therefore, the RROCN is a flexible scheme for chip-multiprocessors. 
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